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The core of a solar water heater is a solar collector and storage tank. A solar collector is basically a glazed and insulated box with a dark-colored interior and, usually, a bunch of pipes or passages for water flow. (Glazing is a layer of material, typically glass, that helps in heat retention.) The solar collector transforms solar radiation into heat. A storage tank is exactly what it looks
like. Contains water. This is the basic configuration, and some systems are not much more complicated than that. The first distinction between solar water heaters is cut and dry: passive or active? An active heater uses electric pumps and controls to move water around the system. A passive heater uses nothing but forces of nature. Passive is the simplest of the two. Advertising
There are two main types of passive systems: Batch: this is as simple as a water heater gets. They are just one or more water tanks inside a solar collector (no pipes in this). The water heats up right inside the tank, and gravity or natural convection (the tendency of hot water to rise) moves water from the tank to the pipes of a house. Radiator: The water tank is separated from the
solar collector. Cold water moves through the pipes of a solar collector, and natural convection pumps the resulting hot water into a storage tank. From the storage tank, water travels into the water pipes of the house. Active systems generally fall into one of three categories: Direct: water moves through solar collectors and into a storage tank with the help of electric pumps and
controls. Indirect: Instead of heating water, solar collectors heat a heat transfer fluid, such as antifreeze. The antifreeze then flows into the sealed pipes of a heat exchanger, where it is surrounded by water. Water collects heat from the antifreeze (but never mixes with it), and is then pumped into a storage tank. Drainback: A drainage system is similar to the indirect system, except
that it uses distilled water as a heat transfer liquid and has a separate drainback tank for distilled water. Pumping all heat transfer liquid out of the system and into an internal tank makes it ideal for colder climates, since the liquid is not exposed to extremely cold weather. If the solar system is passive or active, it costs much more than you would pay for a gas or electric model
(more on the price later). But some people are reducing the cost by making their own. As it turns out, the simplest type, the batch heater, is a relatively simple build-at-home project. Antonio M. Rosario/The Image Bank/Getty Images The planetary system, which contains the it is officially called the Solar System, which consists of the Sun and its orbiting objects.
PlanetsOfTheSolarSystem.net explains that the Sun does not have a scientific name, but is alternately called Sol, based on Roman mythology. The name Solar System comes from the ancient Roman alternative. The Sun is one of the trillions of stars in the and is classified as a Nano Yellow star. The Solar System is one of billion planetary systems located within the Milky Way
galaxy of the known universe. The Solar System is estimated to be 4.6 billion years old and contains the Sun, eight planets, five dwarf planets, 169 moons, and thousands of asteroids and comets. The eight planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The five dwarf planets are Pluto, Ceres, Haumea, Makemake, and Eris. ThoughtCo uses
cookies to provide a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you agree to the use of cookies. The remote jungle village of La Mancalona, on Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula, has gone from a place where clean water was scarce, bottled water expensive and soda much cheaper in a place where they have a reliable source of purified water and profitable business in just two years.
This positive change is due to an MIT-designed solar-powered water purification system that the village was the first to take for a test drive. The reverse osmosis system consists of two photovoltaic solar panels that feed a series of pumps that push both the salt water of the well and the rainwater collected through semi-porous membranes that filter and purify the water. The
system produces about 1,000 liters of clean water per day for the 450 villagers. Mancalona was chosen as a test site due to its lack of clean water sources and its extensive year-round sunshine. The village also had another resource: its residents are mainly subsistence farmers who are very close at hand and could operate the system on their own. When you live in a very rural
area, you have to do everything yourself, said MIT researcher Huda Elasaad. Agriculture, if there's something wrong with your well, you're the one stuck fixing it, because no one's going to go to the jungle to help you. So they were very handy, which made it easy for us to train them. Residents quickly learned to use and maintain the technology on their own. Daily maintenance
ranges from changing ultraviolet lights and filters to testing water quality and replacing batteries. They contact local suppliers when they need new parts. The village turned the system into a business, selling 20-liter bottles of water to residents for an agreed 5 pesos which is much cheaper than the 50-weight water bottles they had to buy from the property an hour away. The village
produces 49,000 pesos or $3,600 a year from the company. A commission sets aside that money to maintain the system and then the rest goes back into the community. They also plan to start selling water to tourists who come to visit nearby Mayan ruins add to their profits. Researchers are excited about the village's new source of income, but are equally interested to see what
effect the system has on the resident's health. Before the system, people could not afford clean water, but they could afford soda, which was Where children and adults drank soda every day, you now see water replacing soda, a change that will surely have many positive results. Since the system has proven to be one that can be managed by non-experts with just a little training,
the MIT team is ready to deploy it to multiple areas where clean water is scarce. Researchers say the system is adaptable to communities in rural villages and crowded cities. It can be used with different water sources and water quality levels and can be optimized to function as a reverse osmosis, nanofiltration or elecrtrodialysis system depending on the needs of the area. The
technology could bring cheap clean water to hospitals, schools, hotels, and more to help improve health and wealth in these areas. Some of the most interesting objects in our solar system are also the smallest or largest. In addition to the sun, planets and moons, our solar system has a variety of small objects such as asteroids, comets, stars, meteors and moons. These
influenced what happened on Earth in many ways. Advertising An asteroid, if you're lucky enough to see one, is an incredible sight. They are the most common small objects in our solar system. They have small rocky bodies that are often unusual shapes. There are tens of thousands of asteroids in the solar system. Most of them are in what is called the asteroid belt, which is a
band of asteroids that remain mostly in an area between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. This band of asteroids may have started as a planet that was broken up in a collision with another planet at the beginning of our solar system's history, or it could be material that has remained since the solar system was formed. Where it came from, this collection of small objects cannot form
on a planet due to the gravity of gas giant Jupiter. (There are other asteroid groups in the inner solar system.) Although asteroids are usually very small, some of them have their own small moons. While the Galileo spacecraft was on its way to Jupiter, it sent images of the asteroid Ida with its small moon, Dactyl. Galileo took pictures of Ida flying, but no one knew he had his own
moon until scientists began studying the images. Asteroids have also affected life here on Earth in unpleasant ways. The Earth has been hit by asteroids many times in its past. Asteroid impacts have left their mark on craters that we can still see today. Advertising One of the most majestic places in the night sky is a comet. Seeing a comet with its little bright head followed by a
long graceful tail moving through the sky is something you'll remember for a long time. For thousands of people thought comets were signs that something very bad was about to happen. When a comet flashed into the sky, it was not unusual for civil and religious leaders and the public to panic trying to figure out what would happen next. In 1700, British astronomer Edmund Halley
demonstrated they were objects that moved predictably and had orbits just like the rest of the objects in the solar system. The most famous comet, Halley's comet, is named in his honor. He correctly predicted that he would return to our solar system every 76 years. Now we know that comets begin in the Oort Cloud, which is a vast cloud of ice and dust on the outer edge of our
solar system. Every now and then, for reasons we still don't understand, one of these objects is thrown out of its orbit and falls into the inner solar system. So it's a comet, and it gives us a great sky show. Advertising stars are glowing spheres of hot gas. Many have been around since the beginning of the universe's history. Other stars, such as our sun, came from material
produced by the first stars. Astronomers believe that stars have a specific life cycle in which they are born, grow and die. Stars form within huge clouds of gas drawn together by gravity. As the gas contracts near the center of the cloud, its temperature rises. When the temperature reaches about four million degrees Fahrenheit, nuclear fusion begins, huge amounts of energy are
produced, and the star begins to shine. Over the lifetime of a star, many changes in appearance occur, mainly due to changes in the production of energy at its center. All stars form in practically the same way, but they are very different at different points in their life cycle. In addition, the later stages of a star's life can take any of the different paths, depending on the mass of the
star or how much matter is made. Advertising Shooting stars are not really stars at all. It's just small pieces of rock, usually smaller than a garden pea, burning as they crash into the Earth's atmosphere at speeds of thousands of miles per hour. Occasionally we are treated to a meteor shower and sometimes even a meteorstorm. This happens when the Earth plows through a
large number of dust particles. These dust particles come from comets, which also put on a great show in the sky. When a comet passes through the inner solar system, it leaves behind a trail of dust millions of kilometers long. These paths remain long after the comet has disappeared. If the comet's path is right, the Earth passes through the trail of dust and we can see a meteor
shower. Advertising There is no difference between a meteorite and a meteorite. A meteorite is a meteor large enough not to burn completely in the atmosphere before reaching Earth. We found that meteorites can come from other planets and our moon. Advertising And talking about our moon... the number of planets in our solar system it is almost nothing compared to the
number and variety of moons that revolve around all planets except Mercury and Venus. Scientists think our moon may have been ripped from Earth in a giant collision billions of years ago. Titan, the megamoon orbiting Saturn, has its own nitrogen atmosphere. It can also have lakes and and continents as well. One of Jupiter's moons is the volcanic Io, whose surface is constantly
flexed by Jupiter's gravity. Another of Jupiter's moons is Europa, a striped ice moon. But scientists think it may have vast oceans beneath its icy crust. Neptune's moon, Triton, has nitrogen geysers spitting through a layer of nitrogen ice. Triton's surface looks like the skin of a melon. In addition, it orbits Neptune in a backward direction called retrograde, and can eventually spiral
close enough to Neptune to be torn apart by the planet's gravity. Phobos, one of Mars' moons, could, in millions of years, crash on the surface of the Red Planet. The moons orbiting the planets of our solar system fall into two categories: icy or rocky. Rocky moons, as the name suggests, are moons made mostly of rocky material like our moon. Icy moons are mostly made of ice,
which can be ice water, or ice made of other materials. There are only eight planets in our solar system, but there are more than a hundred moons. Scientists believe that our moon and perhaps other moons in the solar system were created when a large object like an asteroid collided with the parent planet. Some may have been asteroids that were involved in gravitation of a
planet. Other moons were probably formed from material left over when the planets formed in the early days of the solar system. Saturn has moons that are part of its magnificent ring system. Most moons have craters, showing that our early solar system was a crowded place with objects crashing into each other. The smallest object in the crash is usually destroyed, but the larger
object is often left with a crater. Asteroids, comets, stars, shooting stars, meteors and moons make our solar system a beautiful and vibrant arena. Arena.
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